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After some very wet weather leading to the weekend, the day dawned nicely and the group set out for a Saturday Skins 
game on some very soggy turf.  The first three tee shots on the tenth hole all went left and not very long, but Ray saved the 
group from Jack’s wrath with a longer straight drive.  Phil went to the collar, Pete the best approach to eight feet and Ray to 
fifteen feet.  Ray’s birdie putt slid past the hole and pars halved, carrying a skin to the eleventh.  No good tee shots on eleven, 
with Phil in the left side bunker, Ray farther left, Matt short and Pete fortunate to remain in bounds on the right.  Pete hacked out 
of the rocks to the rough near the green while the other three hit shots of varying quality.  Pete hit a beautiful sixty degree chip 
down the hill, dropping his ball into the cup for a miraculous par, and it took Phil’s downhill three footer for his three to tie the 
hole and carry skins to the twelfth.  Pete was left and short on twelve, Matt was inside the outhouse structure, Phil to the right 
and Ray down the right side.  Ray hit the best approach to six feet from the cup, Pete close to the front of the green and Matt in 
the rough.  Pete chipped to three feet and when Ray missed his birdie putt, Pete converted for his own par to tie the hole.  Phil 
wasted his extra stroke on thirteen with an errant tee shot but recovered well with a good second shot to an approachable area 
in the fairway.  Pete and Ray were both in the fairway, Matt was in the left rough.  Ray hit his usual good approach on thirteen 
but his hybrid went to the back of the green, while Phil hit the best shot, stopping a mid-iron a few feet below the cup.  Ray took 
three putts and was out of the hole with Matt, but Pete saved the day with a good chip and three-foot par putt to tie Phil’s two-
putt par.  There would be five skins at stake on the par five fourteenth, meaning that whoever won the next hole would clinch the 
day’s match and leave everyone else playing for second.  Phil and Pete both hit good tee shots while Matt was to the right and 
Ray in trouble from the start.  Matt hit his second into the hazard but recovered with a seven wood to the upslope near the 
green.  Phil hit a good second toward the creek, Pete also a good shot and a little closer.  Phil hit another gorgeous approach 
shot, this time to twelve feet, while Pete was on the green but farther away.  Matt recovered with a chip and five foot putt that he 
made for his own par, and Pete also made par with a long two-putt effort.  But Phil topped everyone with a good first putt and tap 
in for his own five (net four) that won the hole and all five skins.  At this point, Pete was even par for the day and had no skins to 
show for his effort.  But that would change on the fifteenth, where Pete hit a high arching eight iron that bounced once near the 
front edge and stopped less than three feet from the cup.  Matt almost saved the group when his birdie putt from the fringe 
tracked toward the cup, but it stopped inches short.  Pete stroked his birdie center and true, and he finally got a skin as he went 
under par for the round.  Ray hit a good drive on sixteen, Pete short of the trap and Matt in the left rough.  Pete and Matt were 
right on their approach shots while Ray was on the green in regulation and putting for birdie.  Although he did not make his 
three, a solid four was enough to win the hole and a skin, bringing him even with Pete in second place.  Phil hit a good drive but 
did not follow as well with his second, Pete in the right rough and Ray and Matt in the fairway.  Nobody hit the green, and 
everyone had to chip onto the green with Phil having a stroke advantage on this difficult hole.  Phil converted his opportunity with 
a good chip and putt for five, net four, but it would not be enough to win another skin as Matt saved his own par with an uphill 
six-foot putt.  That carried one skin to the eighteenth and left second place up for grabs among the threesome trailing Phil.  Pete 
and Matt hit short drives on eighteen, leaving themselves about one hundred thirty yards to a white pin on the right.  Ray hit the 
best drive, just over one hundred yards out.  All hit good approach shots, Pete to the left and fifteen feet away, Ray closer at 
twelve feet.  But Matt hit the best approach with his lofted hybrid, stopping five feet past the cup.  Pete’s birdie putt stopped 
inches short of the hole, Ray slide by the side, leaving an opportunity for Matt to capture two skins and second place…which he 
did when his putt dropped into the cup for three.  Phil won the day with five skins and a solid round, Pete shot one over par but 
could only manage a single skin and a tie for third.   



 
 
 
   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 


